The Maryland Technology Enterprise Institute (MTECH), a unit of the A. James Clark School of Engineering, accelerates new ventures, spurs economic growth, and brings university expertise to Maryland companies through technology entrepreneurship and research programs.

**Entrepreneurship**

- **Hinman Campus Entrepreneurship Opportunities (Hinman CEOs) Program**: living/learning undergraduate entrepreneurship program
- **VentureCatalyst Program**: entrepreneurship

MTECH Ventures announces the six finalists for the University of Maryland 2006 Business Plan Competition. More>>

BioFactura Inc. is developing a therapy for smallpox using MTECH’s Bioprocess Scale-Up Facility More>>

A new test for oral cancer, a treatment for esophageal cancer, a drug to stop rheumatoid arthritis, and new tools for digital forensics highlight 14 projects approved
education and business plan competition

- **VentureAccelerator Program**: entrepreneurial mentoring of faculty and students

- **Technology Advancement Program (TAP)**: incubator for technology-based start-up companies

**Research**

- **Maryland Industrial Partnerships (MIPS) Program**: faculty research to enhance company competitiveness

- **Biotechnology Program (Biotech)**: bioprocess scale-up, technical assistance, and training

- **Maryland Technology Extension Service (MTES)**: manufacturing solutions for Maryland companies

- **A Scholars Program for Industry-Oriented Research in Engineering (ASPIRE)**: undergraduate research projects

More about our programs

MTECH's impact on the Maryland and university communities

MTECH program success stories

for funding by the [Maryland Industrial Partnerships program](http://www.mtech.umd.edu/), an initiative bringing university innovation to the commercial sector by supporting research that helps Maryland companies develop products. More»

The MTECH Venture Forum's first spring lecture, "Financing the New Venture," was given by Jonathan Aberman, founder & managing director of Amplifier Venture Partners. More»

Governor Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr. announced a proposed $1 million increase in operating funds for the Maryland Industrial Partnerships Program (MIPS) on January 11, as part of his FY 2007 Science & Technology Budget. | press release | 
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